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Christianity’s Criminal History, 119
Editor’s note: It is vital to see how Honorius, the Christian
emperor, behaved in the immediate years before and after the sack
of Rome of 410 by the blond Visigoths.

We could define Western Christian Civilisation, in which we still
live (I write this in the year 2019 of the Christian Era) as the
historical phenomenon in which the barbarians of the North
embraced the god of the Jews. If instead the blond beast had
embraced the Aryan gods of the Greco-Roman world, we would
not be suffering now from the darkest hour of the West.

Intuitively, Emperor Honorius knew what would happen if these
free-minded barbarians found a culture that would represent
them better than Judeo-Christianity. That is why, in the years
around the sack of Rome, he was desperate to obliterate what
remained of the ancient world, including the burning of the books
of science that Greece had left us. The aim was that under no
circumstances did the fiery blondes of the north, who finally broke
through successfully in Rome itself, got any knowledge about the
classical world.

Honorius succeeded: the barbarians of the north never knew what
they must have known: an Aryan culture related to their race was
thriving before the cult of Semitic origin that took over Rome.
When in 2002 I read the following passage from Deschner’s book,
in the margin of the page I wrote in red ink ‘Se acabó’ (‘It’s over’),
in the sense that the Greco-Roman culture died with these
draconian measures:

 

______ � ______

 

Now the monarch no longer only seeks the right to punish the
heterodox, but also to change their faith… On March 23, 395 he
forces the so-called mathematicians to burn their books before the
eyes of the bishops and to enter the Catholic Church. Those who
oppose are expelled, and those who are especially reluctant,
banished.

On November 15, 407, the destruction of all the cult images and
‘pagan’ altars was ordered, as well as the confiscation of the
temples not yet seized, together with all their goods and income.

It is also pointed out that the images of idols that still remain in
the temples must disappear, ‘since this, as we already know, has
been arranged on several occasions by imperial order’. So-called
pagan festivals must also be eliminated, and owners of private
chapels must destroy them. A whole series of provisions issued
against ‘pagans’ and ‘heretics’ followed on November 24 and 27 of
the year 408, January 15 of the year 409, and February 1, April 1
and June 26 of the year 409.

The government of Ravenna promulgated in the year 415 an
especially harsh disposition against the ‘perverse superstitions’.
The State now confiscated all the real estate of the temples. All the
rents that once belonged to ‘superstitions with cursed justice’
must now belong ‘to our house’. All ceremonies of ‘pagan’ nature
are also suppressed and certain infidel associations are forbidden.

Finally, on December 7, 415, the use of infidels in the state service
is forbidden for the first time through legislation. They no longer
have access to any office of the administration, of justice or of the
militia. In fact, compared to the forty-seven high Christian
positions there were only three who were not. In the last years of
the government of Honorius, since 418, there is no senior official
of ‘pagan’ confession.

___________

To contextualise these excerpts of a 3-page section of Vol. II in Karlheinz
Deschner’s encyclopaedic history of the Church in 10-volumes,
Kriminalgeschichte des Christentums, read the abridged translation of
Volume I.
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Promethean fire
‘The Stars are not for man’

—a quote from Karellen
Childhood’s End (novel).

The following is a response to a comment in another thread about
Robert Morgan.

My take on technology is different. I believe that the human race,
whites included, are not ready for the Promethean fire—
technology. It’s like empowering the Neanderthals with such fire:
they would only destroy the world with it. Google how tons of
nuclear waste are stored throughout the world and you get a
Chernobyl-like picture for the future of planet Earth!

As a mortal enemy of Christian ethics, unlike ‘universal love’ I
propose the opposite: ‘the extermination of the Neanderthals’. I
would summarise it by paraphrasing Jesus: ‘Many genes will be
called but few will be chosen’ in the day of wrath.

Morgan has failed to answer properly what would have happened
in a world where Hitler had won the war. I very much doubt that
that world would be as racially destructive as our world, in which
Sauron won the war. Morgan assumes that, sooner or later, a
triumphant Third Reich would misuse technology as much as the
triumphant Allies (Sauron).

It would be fun if you discussed with Morgan at Unz Review. He is
completely anti-tech. This is how the Anti-tech article on
Wikipedia starts: ‘Neo-Luddism or new Luddism is a philosophy
opposing many forms of modern technology. The word Luddite is
generally used as a derogatory term applied to people showing
technophobic leanings. The name is based on the historical legacy
of the English Luddites, who were active between 1811 and 1816’.
Morgan goes further. He endorses Ted Kaczynski, a.k.a., the
Unabomber, and even Charles Manson for reasons still unclear to
me.

Differences aside, Morgan has a point. As Kenneth Clark observed
in his 1969 television series, ‘The only people who saw through
industrialism in those early days were the poets. Blake, as
everybody knows, thought that mills were the work of Satan. “Oh
Satan, my youngest born… thy work is Eternal death with Mills
and Ovens and Cauldrons”.’

Tolkien also saw it. His Lord of the Rings was a metaphor against
how industrialisation in England murdered the beloved Shire of
his childhood. As a protector of the forests, I’m as outraged as
Ents at the widespread felling of trees by Saruman’s Orcs.

Evropa Soberana has also complained about how technological
civilisation degrades the white man and Nature itself.

And, as I have stated many times on this site, ‘The Course of
Empire is a five-part series of paintings created by Thomas Cole in
1833-1836. It reflected popular American sentiments of the times
when many saw pastoralism as the ideal phase of human
civilisation, fearing that empire would lead to gluttony and
inevitable decay’ (see the five paintings by Cole: here).

Morgan seems to be saying that only after the fifth painting the
surviving whites may regain their sanity again, always provided
they never, ever try to surpass the pastoralist stage. Like Overlord
Karellen, an extraterrestrial visitor of planet Earth, Morgan has
made it very clear that humans will never be ready for the
Promethean fire.

In my second book of the trilogy I propose something different: a
mutated Aryan in an Earth populated exclusively by whites could
finally be allowed to reach the stars. But from the psychogenic
point of view, certainly He would be an altogether different White
Man compared to those we see now. I refer to the development of
the soul and, particularly, empathy: including empathy towards
the animals, our Führer’s dream.

Unlike the Overman, present-day
humans still have the soul of a
Neanderthal (‘You have evolved from
worm to man, but much within you is
still worm’—Thus Spake Zarathustra).

In a blog entry it is difficult to convey
the idea of what do I mean by
surpassing the psychoclass that most
humans belong to. But you can read
the first novella by Arthur Clarke to get
a rough idea: Against the Fall of Night
and pay special attention to the city of
Lys.
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Julian, 70
The winter 355-356 was a painful one for me. I had no authority. I
was ignored by the praetorian prefect. I had no duties, except to
make an occasional progress through the countryside. Yet
whenever I did show myself to the Gauls, I attracted large crowds.
Even on the frostiest winter days, the people would come from
miles around to look at me, and cheer me on. I was much moved
even though I was aware that often as not they hailed me not as
Julian Caesar but as Julius Caesar. Indeed, there was a legend
among the peasants that the great Julius had once vowed that he
would return from the grave to protect Gaul from its enemies;
many thought the time had now come for the dead general to keep
his promise, and that I was he.

Out of these progresses came several unexpected victories for us.
One town, besieged by Germans, took heart at the presence of the
Caesar, and the townspeople drove the enemy from their fields.
Another town in Aquitania, defended only by old men, repulsed a
German attack, shouting my name as war-cry and talisman of
victory.

In Aquitania I fought my first “battle”. We were passing two
abreast through a thick forest, when a band of Germans fell upon
us. For a moment I was afraid my Italians would break and run.
But they held their ground. That is all one needs when taken by
surprise. In those first few minutes of attack an alert commander
can rally his troops and strike back, if they hold fast initially.

Fortunately, we were at the forest’s edge. I ordered the men at the
front to divert the Germans while the men at the rear got through
the forest to the open plain. In a matter of minutes, our men were
free of the woods. There were no casualties. Then, when we began
to get the better of the Germans, they promptly fled: first one,
then another, then several at a time.

Suddenly I heard myself shouting, “After them! Cut them off!” My
troops obeyed. The Germans were now in full flight, back into the
forest. “A silver piece for every German head!” I shouted. This
bloodthirsty cry was taken up by my officers. It was the incentive
needed. Roaring with excitement and greed, my troops fell upon
the enemy. By the end of the day, a hundred German heads had
been brought to me.

I have described this engagement not because it was of military
importance—it was not—but because this was my first taste of
battle. Unlike nearly all my predecessors (not to mention any
conscientious patrician), I was quite without military experience. I
had never even seen a man killed in battle. I had always preferred
peace to war, study to action, life to death. Yet there I was
shouting myself hoarse on the edge of a Gallic forest, with a small
hill of bloody human heads in front of me. Was I sickened? or
ashamed? Neither. I was excited in a way that men who choose to
serve Aphrodite are excited by love. I still prefer philosophy to
war, but nothing else. How I came to be like this is a mystery
whose origin must be divine, determined by that fierce sun who is
the genesis of all men and the protector of kings.

As we rode back to Vienne in the pale winter light, I trembled with
an excitement that was close to joy, for I knew now that I would
survive. Until that moment, I had not been certain of myself. For
all that I knew, I might have been a coward or, worse, too
paralysed by the confusion of the moment to make those swift
decisions without which no battle was ever won. Yet when the
shouting had begun and the blood flowed, I was exalted. I saw
what had to be done with perfect clarity, and I did it.

This skirmish was not taken very seriously at Vienne. What was
taken seriously, however, was the fact that Constantius had named
me his fellow consul for the new year. It was his eighth consulship,
my first. I was pleased, but only moderately. I have never
understood why men so value this ancient title. The consul has no
power (unless he also happens to be emperor), yet ambitious men
will spend a fortune to be admitted to consular rank. Of course,
one’s name will be known for ever, since all dates are figured by
consulates. Even so, I am not much drawn to any form which has
lost its meaning. Yet at my investiture, Florentius was almost civil,
which was something gained. In a private meeting, he told me,
“We plan an offensive in the late spring. You will, if you choose,
take part.”

“As commander?”

“Caesar commands all of Gaul.”

“Caesar is most sensible of his high place. But am I to lead the
armies? Am I to plan the war?”

“You will be our guide in all things, Caesar.” He was evasive.
Clearly, he was not about to give up control of the province. But a
beginning was made. The wall was breached. Now it was up to me
to exploit this small change for the better.

When Florentius had departed, I sent for Sallust, my military
adviser. He had been assigned to me when I first arrived in Gaul
and I am forever in Constantius’s debt for having brought the two
of us together. Sallust is both Roman soldier and Greek
philosopher. What higher compliment can I give him? When we
met, Sallust was in his late forties. He is tall, slow of speech but
swift of mind; he comes of an ancient Roman family and like so
many Romans of the aristocracy he has never wavered in his
allegiance to the true gods. A close friend of such distinguished
Hellenists as Symmachus and Praetextatus, he published some
years ago a classic defence of our religion, On the Gods and the
World. As Maximus is my guide to mysteries and Libanius my
model for literary style, so Sallust remains my ideal of what a man
should be.

Sallust was as pleased as I by the news. Together we studied a map
of Gaul, and decided that the best move would be to strike directly
at Strasbourg. This large city not only commanded a considerable
part of the Rhine; it was also being used as a centre of operations
by King Chnodomar. Its recapture would greatly strengthen us
and weaken the enemy.

“There is a lesson in this,” said Sallust suddenly.

“In what?”

“Why are the Germans in Gaul?”

“Plunder. Desire for more territory. Why do the barbarian tribes
ever move from place to place?”

“They are in Gaul because Constantius invited the tribes to help
him against Magnentius. They helped him. And then they
remained in Gaul.”

The point was well taken. One must never appeal for help to
barbarians. Engage them as mercenaries, bribe them if that is the
only way to keep the peace, but never allow a tribe to move into
Roman territory for eventually they will attempt to seize what is
Roman for themselves.

Even as Sallust and I were talking, Constantius was on the
Danube, fighting two rebel tribes he had once allowed to settle
there. Sallust then told me that there was conclusive evidence that
Florentius was dealing secretly with certain of the German chiefs.
Some he paid on the sly to remain where they were; others paid
him not to disturb their present holdings. Carefully Sallust and I
constructed our case against Florentius.
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Floki the Loyal
After the series that I recently translated about the ‘holy wrath’
among Scandinavians, I was curious to see Season 4 of the TV
series about the Vikings; season of which, yesterday and today, I
saw several episodes. But first I must clarify something.

If I had children I would not let them see neither Vikings nor
Game of Thrones. As we know, both contain liberal messages, very
toxic for the fourteen words. However, Game of Thrones at least
captivates the viewer with the plot of the author of the novels. In
Vikings, on the other hand, we only see a more or less distorted
version of the Norsemen without a captivating plot. Both series
put female characters acting like men: something I never saw in
the movies I watched as a child, when the female characters
maintained their femininity.

This said, it’s worth citing some words of Aslaug, the wife of
Ragnar, after he began to woo a Chinese slave that Aslaug had
bought from a Frank, a slave-dealer.

In episode four of the
fourth season,
Aslaug, of archetypal
Nordic beauty, has a
conversation with
Floki: the eternal
faithful to the old
Scandinavian gods.
Floki had been

humiliated, and even sent to torture, by Ragnar and his son when
Floki murdered a Christian monk who Ragnar had brought as
spoils of war on his first pillage excursion in the first season.

Although I would not let my children watch television (even the
Chernobyl miniseries invents a woman scientist who didn’t exist
in real life) it is worth quoting these words from Aslaug:

‘Floki, I came to deliver my precious son into your
hands. This is Ivar [her little blond son], who I love
more than anyone else alive. And, Floki, I know he is
clever. I want you to teach him the ways of our Gods.
Teach Ivar the true path. Teach him to hate the
Christian god as you hate the Christian god! Only you
can do it, not Ragnar. I will bring him to you every day.
Teach him to be a Viking. Teach him the deep, and
ancient, ways’.
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Chernobyl in the West
In real life, fire-fighters were trying to put out a fission reactor
core burning at Chernobyl ignoring that it is impossible to do it
with water. ‘You are dealing with something that has never
occurred on this planet before’ is my favourite line of the recent
HBO television series:

The West’s Darkest Hour is not a website for news, as many white
nationalist forums are (e.g., The Daily Stormer). But today I’ll
make an exception and say that recently Canada’s Ontario
province has passed legislation that allows the government to
seize children from families that refuse to accept their child’s
chosen ‘gender identity’.

There are thousands of grotesque news items like the above
throughout the West. To me, it is only a sign that the societal
collapse is approaching. Psychotic people in the government are
pushing the System to the brink of disaster, just as the bureaucrats
of Chernobyl did it right before the explosion.
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Darkening Age, 25

Bosch, The Last Judgement
(detail) 1500-05

Editor’s note: Regarding the view of Robert Morgan in the
previous post, I disagree in the sense that it is unclear what would
have happened to technology if the Third Reich had emerged
triumphant. As the bad guys won the war, the use of technology in
the West is self-destructing for the fair race.

It is true what Arthur Kemp says: that the use of non-whites after
the Aryan conquests has been the primary cause of the decline of
empires, due to the eventual miscegenation. But we live in a time
when whites have become passionately ethno-suicidal, and that
can only be explained by the texts linked in the sticky post. The
history of Christianity, one of the two DNA axes of Aryan suicide
according to the POV of this site, should be analysed with the
same eagerness as white nationalists analyse the Jewish question.

When I talk to the white people, say, with whom I have spoken in
England, I see an injured self-image to the degree that it evokes
the mass psychosis, in a sector of the population, right after the
triumph of Constantine. I refer to the Christian hermits and
ascetics whose movement would eventually evolve into monastic
orders. The mass psychosis, so well depicted by Hieronymus
Bosch, had to do with the introduction of a fear that did not exist
in the Greco-Roman world. I refer to the fear of eternal torment:
something that, occasionally, persists even on the internet sites of
southern nationalists in the US.

To understand what is happening to the white man it is necessary
to realise that Kevin MacDonald and his followers fail to diagnose
the origin of this tremendous collective guilt. Jews only thrive
because of it. That’s why it is essential to tell what really happened
to the Aryan psyche after the crushing triumph of Constantine. In
chapter 14 of The Darkening Age: The Christian Destruction of
the Classical World, Catherine Nixey wrote:

 

______ � ______

 

If you had travelled to the great cities in the eastern empire, to
Alexandria and to Antioch, in the fourth and fifth centuries, then
long before you came to a city itself you would have seen them. At
dawn, they emerged from caves in the hills and holes in the
ground, their dark robes flapping; their faces gaunt and pale from
hunger, their eyes hollow from lack of sleep. As the cocks began to
crow, while the city beyond was still slumbering, they gathered in
the monasteries and hills beyond and, ‘forming themselves into a
holy choir, they stand, and lifting up their hands all at once sing
the sacred hymns’. An impressive sight – and an eerie one, their
filthy, emaciated figures a living rebuke to the opulence and bustle
of urban life below: a new, and newly strange, power in the world.

This was the great age of the monk. Ever since Antony had set out
to the desert to do battle with demons, men had flocked after him
in imitation. These men were the ideal Christians; the perfect
renouncers of all those sinful pleasures of the flesh. And their way
of life was thriving: so many had gone out since Antony that the
desert was described as a city. And what a strange city this was.
You wouldn’t find bathhouses and banquets and theatres here.
The habits of these men were infamously ascetic. In Syria, St
Simeon Stylites (‘of the pillar’) stood on a stone column for
decades, until his feet burst open from the continual pressure.
Other monks lived in caves, or holes, or hollows or shacks. In the
eighteenth century, a traveller to Egypt had looked up into the
cliffs above the Nile and seen thousands of cells in the rock above.
It was in these burrows, he realized, that monks had lived out lives
of unimaginable austerity, surviving on almost no food and only
able to drink by letting down buckets on ropes to draw water from
the river when it was in flood.

What was a monk at this time? In the fourth and fifth centuries,
the now-ancient tradition of monasticism was only in its infancy
and its ways were still being formed. In this odd and as yet
uncodified existence, monks turned to the wisdom of their famous
predecessors to know how to live. Collections of monkish sayings
proliferated. Self-help guides of a sort – but a world away from
Ovid. What is a monk? ‘He is a monk,’ wrote one, ‘who does
violence to himself in everything.’ A monk was toil, said another.
All toil. How should a monk live? ‘Eat straw, wear straw, sleep on
straw,’ advised another revered saying. ‘Despise everything.’
Athletes of austerity, these men mortified their flesh in a hundred
ways on a thousand days. One monk, it was said, had stood
upright in thorn bushes for a fortnight. Another lived with a stone
in his mouth for three years, to teach himself to be silent. Some,
nostalgic for the tortures of past persecutions, draped themselves
in chains and clanked round in them for years…

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that many of the empire’s urban,
urbane men found this new breed of men who shunned the
civilized life baffling to the point of repellent. To the Greek orator
Libanius, monks were madmen, ‘that crew who pack themselves
tight into the caves’ and who then ‘claim to converse with the
creator of the universe in the mountains’. Their fasts were fiction,
he said. These men weren’t starving themselves: they didn’t not
eat; they just didn’t grow or buy their own food. When no one was
looking, he said, they scuttled into the temples of the loathed
pagans, stole those sinful sacrifices and ate them instead. Far from
being ascetics they were ‘models of sobriety, only as far as their
dress is concerned’. Their vicious and thuggish attacks on the
temples weren’t done out of piety, said Libanius. They committed
them out of pure greed…

The modern mind would tend towards a more clinical (albeit
anachronistic) conclusion: many of these men must have been
profoundly depressed.

Starvation was one of the most popular of monkish mortifications
– no special equipment was required – but it was also one of the
hardest to bear. One monk fasted all day then ate only two hard
biscuits. Another lived from the age of twenty-seven to thirty on
just roots and wild herbs, then for the next four years on half a
pound of barley bread a day and some herbs. Eventually he felt his
eyes going dim while his skin became ‘as rough as a pumice stone’.
He added a little oil to his diet, then went on as before until he was
sixty, to the awe and admiration of his fellow monks. There had
been asceticism before – but this went further. Others, like
ruminants, lived on all fours, browsing for their food like animals.
In some ways hunger helped: a famished monk would be less
beset by the demons of fornication or anger than one with a full
belly. ‘A needy body,’ as one put it, ‘is a tame horse.’ But thoughts
of food became an obsession with these men. In their reading of
the Fall, the apple that Eve gives to Adam is not seen as a symbolic
representation of sex; it is seen as nothing more, or less, than an
apple. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs made monkish flesh.

The monks tormented themselves by what they put on their bodies
as much as what they put in them. Some chose to dress in woven
palm fronds instead of any softer fabric. To wear the usual coarse
monkish habit was regarded, in this extreme world, as being
‘foppishly dressed’. Others, under the desert sun, tortured their
skin with abrasive hair shirts. Another dressed in an extraordinary
leather costume (that would in a later era have different
connotations) that left only his mouth and nose exposed. To be
pleasing to the Lord, a monk’s clothes must, it was said, be an
offence against aestheticism: a habit should be tatty rather than
smart, old rather than new, mended and re-mended and mended
again. Anything less was vanity. A monk’s clothes should be such
that, if he threw his habit out of his cell for three days, no one
would steal it. The monks’ self-sacrifice was unquestionable; their
smell must have been unspeakable.

If this sounds like a life lived on the edge of sanity, it was. In the
searing heat of the desert day, reality shimmered, flickered and
thinned. One monk saw a dragon in a lake; another slew a basilisk.
Another saw the Devil himself sitting at his window. Demons
appeared then vanished like smoke; meditating monks turned into
flames. Watch one monk as he prayed and you would see his
fingers turn into lamps of fire. Pray well and you might yourself
become all flame. Demons teemed around monks like flies around
food. One monk was beset by visions of rotting corpses, bursting
open as they decayed. Alone for weeks, months on end in their
cells, with nothing more than ageing hard bread to eat and an oil
lamp to look at, monks were plagued by more tempting visions of
sex, and food, and youth. Some monks lost their minds – if they
had ever been in full possession of them. When Apollo of Scetis, a
shepherd who later became a monk, spotted a pregnant woman in
a field, he said to himself: ‘I should like to see how the child lies in
her womb.’ He ripped the woman open and saw the foetus. The
child and the mother died.

The reasons for these peculiar practices are hard to fathom. One
theory is that Christian domination of the empire had brought
many gains; but one of its great losses was that it had become
considerably harder to be made a martyr by unsympathetic
Roman governors. Deprived of the chance to die in one terrible,
glorious, sin-erasing show, these men instead martyred
themselves slowly, agonizingly, tormenting their flesh a little more
every hour, thwarting their desires a little more every year. These
practices would become known as ‘white martyrdom’. The monks
died daily in the hope that, one day, after they died, they might
live. ‘Remember the day of your death,’ advised one monk.
‘Remember also what happens in hell and think about the state of
the souls down there, their painful silence, their most bitter
groanings, their fear, their strife, their waiting…’ A terrible enough
plight, but the monk had not finished yet; he concluded his
cheering list with: ‘the punishments, the eternal fire, worms that
rest not, the darkness, gnashing of teeth, fear and supplications…’

Carpe diem, Horace had said. Eat, drink and be merry, for
tomorrow you will be dead for eternity. The monks offered an
alternative to this view: die today and you might live for eternity.
This was a life lived in terror of its end. ‘Always keep your death in
mind,’ was a common piece of advice: do not forget the eternal
judgement. When one brother started to laugh during a meal, he
was immediately reproached by a fellow monk: ‘What does this
brother have in his heart, that he should laugh, when he ought to
weep?’ How should one live well in this new and austere world? By
constantly accusing yourself, said another monk, by ‘constantly
reproaching myself to myself.’ Sit in your cell all day, advised
another, weeping for your sins.

A hint of desert isolationism started to find its way into pious city
life, too. In John Chrysostom’s writings, contact with women of all
kinds was something to be feared and, if possible, avoided
altogether. ‘If we meet a woman in the market-place,’ Chrysostom
told his congregation, herding his listeners into complicity with
that first-person plural, then we are ‘disturbed’. Desire was
dangerously easy to inflame. Women who inflamed it were not to
be relished as Ovid had relished them, but eschewed, scorned and
denigrated in writings that made it abundantly clear that the fault
of the man’s desire lay with them. In this atmosphere a group of
fashionable women with their low-cut necklines were not praised
as beauties but excoriated as a ‘parade of whores’.

Eventually, clerical disapproval was reinforced by law. Pagan
festivals, with their exuberant merriment and dancing, were
banned… If anyone declared themselves an official in charge of
pagan festivals then, the law said, they would be executed. John
Chrysostom jubilantly observed their decline. ‘The tradition of the
forefathers has been destroyed, the deep rooted custom has been
torn out, the tyranny of joy [and] the accursed festivals have been
obliterated just like smoke.’
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Morgan on the JQ

Jacob Cornelisz van Oostsanen, an important artist working in
Amsterdam at a time when it was a flourishing town, has made all
the protagonists of the Passion go up to Mount Calvary: the
‘Veronica’, the ‘Magdalene’, Mary and the disciples—all whites!—
while blond angels collect the drops of Jesus’ blood. It is striking
that a few centuries ago the European mentality imagined the
ancient Jews that way, especially because in Amsterdam they
really knew how Jews looked like.

Below, yesterday’s comment by Robert Morgan about the Jewish
question and technology. I do recommend visitors to watch the
recent miniseries Chernobyl, of only five episodes, to see why Man
is not ready for the Promethean fire.
 

______ � ______

 
In my view, whites have been primarily victims not of the Jews, or
any other group, but of their own collective technological
ingenuity. Jews are a problem, but in the final analysis, they only
have as much power as whites allow them to have. Christian
morality is also a problem, but here again we are dealing with
something that is within white control. It too only has the power
whites give it. On the other hand, I see technological development
as inherently hostile to race preservation, and touch on it here, in
a comment on another thread.

I think if the technological system survives, the white race is
doomed. The system has great resilience, but if it crashes or is
made to crash, there is hope. However, in order to be effective at
saving the white race, any crash would have to be worldwide and
permanent, or the parts of the system that were still functioning
would simply regenerate, re-establish control, and the problem
would continue.
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Holy wrath, 12

These is my take about my most recent translation of an essay by
Evropa Soberana:

Quoting Hitler, as I did in my previous post, is something that
white nationalists rarely do in their main webzines. The very term
‘white nationalism’ (WN) was coined in the 1990s by an American
racialist in order to distance the American movement from
National Socialist fads in the US. Some of them have been talking
about ‘WN 101’, ‘WN 102’ and recently ‘WN 103’—always
concerned about ‘optics’ and distancing themselves farther and
farther from the spirit of the Germans and the ancient
Scandinavians. The result? This is Robert Morgan’s latest
comment on Unz Review:

It would be difficult to overstate the idiocy of this. Trying to
organize whites politically along explicitly racial lines has failed
in America for over a century and a half now, from the first Klan
in the 1860s, to its revival in the early decades of the 1900s,
through Rockwell and Pierce, and lately with the morons who
actually thought voting for Trump was going to change things.
All this time, the only gradual shifts have been in an ever more
leftist, anti-racist direction, which is now ripening into a virulent
anti-whitism. As I see it, the gradualist approach that sees white
racial survival as the probable result of a long-term educational
project is favored by only three types:

1. Those who, like Taylor, make their living from it.

2. People too stupid to have studied history and learn from it.

3. Losers, who advocate a losing strategy precisely because they
want to keep losing.

In any case, there’s no reason to expect that something that has
such a long track record of failure is ever going to succeed.

Since only a total awakening of the spirit of ancient Scandinavians
can save what is left of the Aryan, I’ve now run a grammar engine
on ‘Holy Wrath’ and reread it for the 2020 edition of The Fair
Race’s Darkest Hour. You can save in your hard disk this reviewed
edition (click: here).
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Führer quote

‘But, even so, it’s impossible eternally to hold humanity in
bondage with lies. After all, it was only between the sixth and
eighth centuries that Christianity was imposed on our peoples by
princes who had an alliance of interests with the shavelings. Our
peoples had previously succeeded in living all right without this
religion. I have six divisions of SS composed of men absolutely
indifferent in matters of religion. It doesn’t prevent them from
going to their deaths with serenity in their souls’.

—Hitler’s Table Talk, page 143
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Holy wrath, 11
by Evropa Soberana

 
Germanism and the advent of Ragnarök

According to the concept of the ancient German pagans, the final
storm, at the apex of the Ragnarök, will be a hunt against the
forces of evil. Odin, brandishing his spear and riding his eight-
legged horse, will descend on Earth. Thor, wielding his war
hammer and mounted on his chariot pulled by goats, will appear
in the sky roaring furious and surrounded by lightning, causing an
overwhelming roar. The Wildes Heer (furious horde), the Oskorei
(army of thunder), the army of the fallen, will overwhelm the
enemies of the gods, making the ground rumble with the hooves of
their horses and the air with their battle cries.

The shadowy Valkyries will ride serenely, paying attention to the
development of the battles to choose the new fallen. The crows of
Odin, their wolves and all kinds of supernatural beings, will
proliferate in the thick of the sorcerous storm, shaking the forces
of materialistic slavery, agonisingly shaking the souls of the
enemies of the gods, and ominously collapsing the walls that
separate the Earth from the Hereafter.

All that was a metaphorical, symbolic and poetic explanation of
the end of an era, when heaven finally becomes enraged and falls
on Earth, and the apocalyptic combat of the superior against the
inferior, the good against evil, is freed.

Perhaps one day, the forgetful apostles of financial civilisation and
usury will once again know with horror the thirst for battle of
European man, the foaming and anguished rage of the inspired
warrior, the instinct of the worker, the conqueror, the pioneer, the
explorer, the artist, the soldier, the lord and the destroyer that
Europe carries in itself, and whose last example was perhaps, in
distant days, the Scandinavian berserker.

Below, a passage from Heinrich Heine in Heine’s prose writings
(Walter Scott, London, 1887):

Christianity—and this is its fairest service—has to a certain degree
moderated that brutal lust of battle, such as we find it among the
ancient Germanic races, who fought, not to destroy, not yet to
conquer, but merely from a fierce, demoniac love of battle itself;
but it could not altogether eradicate it.

And when once that restraining talisman, the cross, is broken,
then the smouldering ferocity of those ancient warriors will again
blaze up; then will again be heard the deadly clang of that frantic
Berserkir wrath, of which the Norse poets say and sing so much.
The talisman is rotten with decay, and the day will surely come
when it will crumble and fall. Then the ancient stone gods will
arise from out the ashes of dismantled ruins, and rub the dust of a
thousand years from their eyes; and finally Thor, with his colossal
hammer, will leap up, and with it shatter into fragments the
Gothic Cathedrals.

And when ye hear the rumbling and the crumbling, take heed, ye
neighbours of France, and meddle not with what we do in
Germany. It might bring harm on you. Take heed not to kindle the
fire; take heed not to quench it. Ye might easily burn your fingers
in the flame.

Smile not at my advice as the counsel of a visionary warning you
against Kantians, Fichteans, and natural philosophers. Scoff not at
the dreamer who expects in the material world a revolution
similar to that which has already taken place in the domains of
thought. The thought goes before the deed, as the lightning
precedes the thunder.

German thunder is certainly German, and is rather awkward, and
it comes rolling along tardily; but come it surely will, and when ye
once hear a crash the like of which in the world’s history was never
heard before, then know that the German thunderbolt has reached
its mark.

At this crash the eagles will fall dead in mid air, and the lions in
Afric’s most distant deserts will cower and sneak into their royal
dens. A drama will be enacted in Germany in comparison with
which the French Revolution will appear a harmless idyl. To be
sure, matters are at present rather quiet, and if occasionally this
one or the other rants and gesticulates somewhat violently, do not
believe that these are the real actors. These are only little puppies,
that run around in the empty arena, barking and snarling at one
another, until the hour shall arrive when appear the gladiators,
who are to battle unto death.

And that hour will come.
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.
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Karl Marx
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Lord of the Rings
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Louis-Ferdinand
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(book)
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The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara
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La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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